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Attention! TEACHERS AT WORK!

Welcome to an example of teachers’ programmes drawn from their work during
Phase 1 of the ILTLP. Teachers were asked to plan, document, teach (at least in

part) and share, either a long term teaching programme (e.g. a semester long

programme or longer) or a short term teaching programme (e.g. a unit or term long
programme).

Their work is provided for you to examine, consider and make use of, in expanding
your own understanding of intercultural language learning in practice. Not all

programmes provided by Phase 1 teachers have been posted on this website. Some

teachers did not feel comfortable with sharing their and their students work at this
time, others did not manage to obtain the various permissions to include student

work and photographs and others did not create programmes that fulfilled the ILTLP

requirements.

What kinds of materials can you expect?
• You will not find models of programming that you can instantly adopt and

teach among the work posted here. That was never the intention. You will find

ideas about programming that you can use, however, working in your own

context.
• You will not find ‘best practice’ or exemplars of definitive programmes for

intercultural languages teaching and learning. You will find some outstanding

approaches to programming that advance our understanding of how to make
intercultural languages teaching and learning a rich and effective learning

experience for students.

• You may find what you regard as some errors of language use or some hints

of pedagogies of which you may be critical.  However, you will also find
professional educators striving to make sense of their work with students,

interculturality and language learning. You will find a great deal to learn from.

What this and other teachers’ programmes show are ‘teachers at work’. The Phase

1 teachers responded to their particular contexts, the curriculum and assessment
frameworks they must work within, the particular demands they and their students

face in languages education and their own ‘learning-by-doing’ in relation to

intercultural language teaching and learning. You will see how a teacher and a group
of students working together, taking account of their own identities and cultural

understandings, make learning happen. The teacher profiles and reflections

generously provided by these teachers provide professional insights into the

interaction of programming and ‘what happened’. One teacher asks at one stage
during her teaching ‘Do I know what I am looking for here?’ It’s a highly professional

question about what learning looks like. It’s a question for all of us.

You will also get glimpses of pedagogies at work to bring the structure, sequence

and assessment aspects of teaching into life. One teacher scratches her head and
asks her children how we might categorise the groups they belong to, here in

Australia and if they lived in Japan, and the words they would use. Others introduce

ICT at crucial moments or involve parents and other teachers. Reading across these

programmes, you will get a sense of the dynamic that teaching from an intercultural
language teaching and learning stance creates, for teachers, for students, for whole

schools in some cases, and for communities in others.

You will learn a great deal!
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UNDERSTANDING THE LAYOUT

Teacher participants in Phase 1 of the Intercultural Language Teaching and Learning

in Practice project were asked to develop a number of sections in their programmes

or units of work. These sections are explained below. Teachers prepared their

programmes on an individual basis, and may not have followed these sections in the
same sequence.

Teacher profile

In this section teacher participants profile their socio-cultural and linguistic

enculturation, consider how this shapes teaching and learning in their programmes
and how they apply this in their interactions with students.

School context

In this section teacher participants describe the context of the school and its

language programmes. They may describe the demographics of the school, the
languages offered, the levels at which it is taught, the number of students taking a

language, the number of teachers, resources and facilities, the assessment

requirements and the place of languages in the curriculum.

Programme

The programmes provided by the teacher participants in this section may be a unit of

work all of which was taught in the classroom or a long term programme of which a

part was taught. The module content and assessment procedures follow the teaching
policies and instruments and assessment requirements of the state and territory

education system.

Reflection

Here teacher participants reflect on what they learned through their programme
preparation, identifying the changes that the intercultural focus necessitated in their

programme planning, teaching and assessment and the impact this had on their

students’ learning.
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Teacher profile and School context

I am a primary class teacher of 25 years experience, who has a Bachelor of

Education, Graduate Certificate in LOTE and Numeracy teaching, and a Graduate

Diploma in LOTE Teaching. I was born in Australia, as were my parents and
grandparents. My great grandparents came from Ireland and England.

While at high school, I studied French from years 7 to 11. This was undertaken in a
very disengaging environment of long lists of vocabulary, translations and

comprehension exercises. There was very little cultural input.

It wasn’t until 1994 that I ventured into learning Bahasa Indonesia alongside my
students. The school in which I was teaching was to be given a satellite dish if

someone would trial The Victorian Pals program. Our class program was a huge

success and I enjoyed learning the language of Indonesian along with my students. I
was quickly aware that intercultural language learning really ran parallel to my

language teaching or was it that my language skills were weak, so I compensated by

becoming enthralled with the differing cultures of Indonesia.

To keep ahead of my students I then found it necessary to enhance my language

skills, and completed Indonesian stage 1,2,3,4 at Hobart College and continued to do

my Grad Cert and Grad Diploma in LOTE Teaching. In 1998, I was a recipient of an
Asia Education Teacher In Country Fellowship and visited the three Indonesian

islands of Java, Kalimantan and Bali.

In 1998 I was transferred to my current primary school with the intention that I be a

classroom teacher and be released from class teaching to establish

• A L.O.T.E program in Indonesian for Years 3 to 6

• An Asian Studies Program

This Hobart Primary school is a small inner city school of 128 fulltime students from

Kinder to Year 6 who come from varying social, economic and linguistic
backgrounds. There are approximately 60% of our students who need financial

assistance. Approximately 13% of the school population speak a second language at

home, Shona, Greek and Arabic being the predominant languages. We have 5
classes plus Kinder, which makes a total school enrolment of 150 students.

Including the principal there are 4 full time teachers and 5 part time teachers. The

part time teachers include, .4 Physical Education, .4 music, .5 Kindergarten and .5

tandem.

In 1998 only Year 3 students had explicit language teaching but in 1999 students

from years 2 to 6 were involved in language classes. From this time all classes from
Kinder to Prep have joined together for cultural performances, assemblies, Asian

Days and Asian Sport Days. Consequently the students for a number of years have

been involved in an environment that is rich in cultural artefacts and language. We
have a language rich environment with students participating in making displays,

posters, charts, signs and booklets.

Since 2003 all staff have been involved in the teaching of Intercultural Language
Learning units they have collaboratively planned with the Language teacher. At least

once a year there has been a whole school focus on a particular learning sequence.

In 2004 I was involved in the Asian Languages Professional Learning Project Stage 1
and all staff were involved in Stage 2 of the project. In 2006 some staff and I
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completed the Tasmanian Intercultural Learning Project (TIcLL). At my primary

school we call our languages program Intercultural Language Learning (IcLL). We do
not call it L.O.T.E. As a result of our work in 2005 I was awarded a Learning Together

Award for “inspirational leadership within our school and working on the forefront of

teaching Indonesian within a whole school, transdisciplinary context”. The whole

school staff also received a Learning Together Award for Intercultural Language
teaching. I was also a recipient of NEITA (National Excellence in Teaching Award).

The Students

All classes, approximately 137 students, have explicit language teaching.

All students are included in the program regardless of their behaviour or ability. In
fact, we have very few behaviour issues in our language classes. One student is

exempted from language sessions due to a parent request and another autistic

student is involved in the cultural activities but not the language classes.

Weekly Timetable

Year Prep to 1 = 1 x 30 minute session per week.

Year 2-3 = over 2 hours per week as this is my home class group
Years 4-6= 1x 50 minute session per week.

As well as explicit language teaching, the students have intercultural activities
followed up by class teachers, assemblies where we always start with an Indonesian

song and a school choir who have a repertoire of Indonesian songs and chants.

Break down of number of students per class showing experience in learning
Indonesian.

Number of
students in

class

group

Year 5/6
11-12yr

olds

27

Year 4/5
9-11yr olds

24

Year 2/3
7-9 yr olds

27

Year 1/2
7-8 yr olds

26

Year
Prep/1

5-7 yr olds

24

5 years of

Indonesian

5

4 years of

Indonesian

6 3

3 years of

Indonesian

7 10 9

2 years of
Indonesian

2 4 12 4

1 year of

Indonesian

3 1 3 20 5

No
previous

Indonesian

4 6 3 2 19
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Programme and Reflection

            

Sally Wright
Class teacher, Language Teacher, .6 Co Principal

Primary School, Tasmania

Mau Makan Apa?

A whole school focus, Kinder -Year 6
Option 1

Tuning In • Food Diaries

• Mind maps

• Food Tasting

Sorting Out • Interviewing An Indonesian
Person  and Video

• Internet

• Indonesian Food-
• I see I think I wonder

• Class Book

• Chatter Boxes

Going Further • Eating Out

• Shopping/ bargaining

Intercultural Language Teaching and Learning in Practice Project

Setting up the school – based research and development.

A unit, comprising a sequence of tasks, that develops and assesses

intercultural understanding through language use; design and teach the entire
unit.

Rationale

This learning sequence was introduced in term 3, 2006 (Tasmania) after all students

had completed a unit called My Place Your Place, Tempat Saya Tempat Kamu.  In
this unit the students reflected on their school life and compared this to school life in

Indonesia. The students examined the differences and similarities of how Australian

and Indonesian children spent their leisure time and the sports which they played.

Mau makan apa?  What do you want to eat?, aims to give students an insight into
Indonesian culture through those foods which are inherently Indonesian. Students

will investigate meals and customs and examine how the market, pasar is a major

focus in everyday life in Indonesia. They will develop knowledge of diversity of shops
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in Indonesia and the similarities and differences of Tasmanian and Indonesian

shopping habits.
From the beginning the whole school community was informed about the learning

sequence. In our school newsletter each week there was a cultural note about the

eating and shopping habits of Indonesian followed by simple vocabulary work. A

large corridor display was established where work samples and new vocabulary was
continually added.

Duration:    approx 6-8 weeks      Language: Bahasa Indonesian       Years Prep-6

Understanding Goals:

Students will understand
• That there are similar basic foods that are common in Indonesia and Australia

but their preparation may be different.

     What and when do I eat?

• My eating habits are determined by my culture?

Who do I eat with?   What utensils do I use?

      Where do I eat?

• The style and place of shopping may vary in Indonesia and Australia.

How is shopping different?
            Where and when do I have to bargain to buy my food?

     (Bargaining and fixed price)

Tasmanian language Proficiency Outcomes (Indonesian)
                                  Foundation Outcomes

Lower Middle Upper

Oral

Interac
tion

Interacts in

simple social
exchange &

structures

learning
situations using

single words and

formulaic

expressions.

Interacts in predictable

social exchange &
structures learning

situations using phrases or

short sentences that
contain familiar language

patterns.

Interacts in predictable

social learning
situations incorporating

new language items

into well rehearsed
language patterns.

Readin

g and

Respo
nding

Reads short

sentences &

identifies letters,
characters or words.

Reads short sentences

containing familiar

language & identifies
single items of information.

Reads short texts of

several linked

sentences containing
familiar language   &

identifies main ideas &

some supporting

information.

Writing Writes letters,

characters or words

using a small
repertoire of well-

rehearsed language.

Writes phrases or short

sentences containing

familiar language using
well- rehearsed language

to convey simple

information.

Writes two or three

linked sentences using

well- rehearsed
language to convey

simple information
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                                  Consolidation Outcomes

Lower Middle Upper

Oral

Interac
tion

Interacts in

predictable social
& learning

situations

incorporating new
language items

into well

rehearsed

language
patterns.

Interacts in familiar social

&learning situations, using
language with some

flexibility.

Interacts in familiar

social learning
situations using

connected speech to

respond to longer and
continuous spoken

texts.

Readin

g and
Respo

nding

Reads short texts of

several linked
sentences containing

familiar language and

identifies main ideas

and some supporting
information.

Reads & understands

short texts of one or two
paragraphs containing

sentences containing

familiar language & some

unfamiliar vocabulary.

Reads texts sentences

containing familiar
language   & presents

the information in a

variety of ways.

Writing Writes two or three

linked sentences
using, a well-

rehearsed language

to convey simple

information.

Writes texts of several

linked sentences,
experimenting with some

linguistic patterns and

structures to convey

simple information.

Writes texts of one or

more paragraphs,
applying familiar

linguistic patterns and

structures to link and

sequence information
and ideas.

Intercultural Language Learning Concepts:
• Communication

• Culture as a shared way of life

• Appreciation of diversity
• Wellbeing

Skills
• Decoding Indonesian and noticing, analysing and comparing the cultural

content embedded in Indonesian and in their own language.

• Communicating in Indonesian, a second or third for students.

• Noticing similarities and differences in both explicit and implicit cultural
values.

• Discussing and drawing conclusions about students own experience of the

target culture.
• Understanding or appreciating the perspectives of others in relation to their

own.
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                           Tuning In

The tuning activities included:

• FOOD DIARIES: Buku Harian

• MINDMAPS
• FOOD TASTING

FOOD DIARIES: Buku Harian

1. Intercultural Focus: The students from Prep to Year 6 will reflect and record what

they eat for meals each day. They will then compare and notice the similarities and
differences that occur within the meals in their own class. It may be possible for

students at this stage to begin to realise that they may have a multicultural diet. They

can also begin to reflect on their likes and dislikes.  The students can also reflect on
the foods they have eaten, when they ate these foods, who prepared the foods and

was there a variety of foods eaten.

Activity 1. (Individual work-Diary Keeping) Using English all students are asked to
keep a diary of the foods they eat during a day. Years Prep and 1 will completed this

for 2 days, years 2 and 3 for 4 days while years 4, 5, and 6 will complete this for one

week. This is to be completed in English but students are encouraged to use
Indonesian wherever possible. Younger students and students who have problems in

literacy can keep their diary in a picture form.

2. Language Focus:

Bahasa

Inggris

Bahasa

Indonesia

Bahasa

Inggris

Bahasa

Indonesia

Meals
of the

day

breakfast
lunch

dinner

snacks

makan pagi
makan

siang

makan
malam

makan

kecil

Fruits
Buah buahan

apple,
banana,

peach,

pineapple,
pear,

watermelon

orange

Apel
Pisang

Pic

Nanas
per

semangka

jeruk

Minum
Drinks

milk
tea

coffee

orange juice
water

susu
The

kopi

air jeruk
air

Vegetables
Sayur-sayuran

carrot
potato

tomato

wortel
kentang

tomat

3. Assessment

Language Acquisition: Examining the student diaries

The students’ weekly food diaries can be used to assess acquisition of language.
Have the students attempted to write Indonesian words? Have the students begun to

notice the variety of foods that they may eat?

Intercultural Competence: Observations of student reflections

Through the students recording their reflections are the students noticing any

commonalities and differences amongst the foods eaten within the class.
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Year 2 students used a mixture of English and Indonesian. By Year 3 the student

begins to use the language where ever possible.

Without prompting Year 5/6 students were confident to start their diaries using their

Indonesian. By this stage many students had 4 years experience with Indonesian.

Examples of student reflections on keeping a Food Diary

Year 3 Reflections Year 6 Reflections

Angus

• I found I could use lot of my

Indonesian.

• I eat a lot of rice,
• I have a healthy diet.

• Cereal was the most popular item

for breakfast.
• Fruit was the least popular

Ellie
• I had quite a few take always

• For snacks I have lots of

processed food like chocolates ad

muesli bars.
• I have toast for breakfast.

Tsitsi
• In our class chicken was the most

popular food for dinner.

• For dinner lots of people had
roast meat and vegetables.

• Some people had rice.

• Our class has a lot of different

foods for dinner.

Dylan

• I saw a big difference in my

eating

• T tried to translate it all into
Indonesian.

• A lot of people eat different stuff.

• My mum kept on moving my
diary.

• Mr J kept me in because I hadn’t

finished my diary.
Oliver

• I tried to translate my foods.

• I though of what Indonesian

people eat.
• People in the class eat the same

foods as me.

• I found out what the names of the
meals are in Indonesian.

•  Found out that I eat a lot more

than I thought.
• Having a diary helped me with my

survey

• I made my own lunch and

breakfast.
Katherine

• I thought about the difference

between my food and the food
eaten by Indonesian people.

• We ate a lot compared to people

in Africa and Asia.

• Having a food diary is hard.
• I have less food at the weekend.

• I was more careful with what I ate

as I knew I would be sharing it
with the rest of the class.

Teacher Reflections
Activity 1-Food Diaries

On examining the student’s food diaries it was interesting to note the way students

recorded the foods they ate. As expected, the students in Year Prep and one
recorded their foods as individual items in English.  In these early years, it is the first

time they have experienced a more explicit language program. Also for many, it is

their first year at school learning to read and write. By Year 2, many students were

using both languages, recording words which they knew in Indonesian. Without
prompting, Year 6 students who had a more extended vocabulary recorded their
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work in Indonesian. In all years some students used Indonesian dictionaries and our

corridor displays to help them translate their foods.

 In the Year 1/ 2 class there was discussion about breakfast in Indonesia.  Most

students had recorded cereal and toast for breakfast. When asked what they thought

students in Indonesian may have, comments included,
“Well they won’t have cereal as you need milk and Indonesia is too hot for milk”

“People in Indonesia buy their food at the market and they wouldn’t be able to buy

cereal in the market”
“Indonesian children have sop ayam and nasi for breakfast”

This last comment was from a student who remembered seeing an Indonesian child

having breakfast on a video called “Si Bertie”. Already these students were
automatically making comparisons and reflecting on differences which may occur

between Tasmanians and Australians eating styles due to the climatic differences.

Year 3/4/5/6 students were asked to write a reflection after they had completed this
activity. This really made the students think about the types of foods they ate.

Here are some interesting reflections the students recorded.

• I tried to translate all my foods.
• I didn’t realise I ate so much food in a week.

• I found out what other people ate.

• Some people in the class ate the same foods as me.
• I have a large range of food I eat.

• I knew I had to record all the foods I ate so I tried not to eat too much junk

food.

• I ate more at the weekend than during the week.
All students completed the activity in an environment in which they could succeed

and have immediate success. By keeping the diary this was something they could all

relate to and they were quick to discuss with other students about what they had
eaten for the day.

This was a good exercise for students to activate their own knowledge of culture and

the diversity of food. The students were quick to realise that while there were some
commonalities in their menus, there were many differences. Some students also

started to think that this probably would be the case also in Indonesia. In the Year

4/5/6 I split the class into 2 groups. Group 1 worked with the Language teacher while
the second group worked in the computer lab beginning to research Indonesian

foods.  This worked well as students were really focused and engaged in the tasks.

As the language teacher, I could really involve each student in using questions and
responses both in the target language and in English about their diaries.

Activity 2 (Years 2-6 Pair work- Class Surveys)

1. Intercultural Focus: By using their diaries, students completed a survey to see

what sorts of foods the class ate.

1. Activities- Survey
• Students are placed in groups, each group is to survey the class asking

“What did you have for breakfast or lunch or tea/”. The survey is conducted in

Indonesian. This can be linked to numeracy activities, collecting of data,
graphing.

• Discussion Key Questions (teacher to use Target language and English,

students may respond in English or target language).

o What are the traditional Australian foods? Place these under the
headings of Breakfast, lunch and tea.
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o Are any of these foods eaten in Indonesia? If so are they eaten at the

same meal as an Australian would eat?
o Discuss how the staple food of Australia was potatoes. What is it

now?

o What is the staple food of Indonesia?

• A Table is formed with headings, foods eaten in Australia (including foods
with an English origin), Asian foods, Foods from other countries.  Younger

classes can form a graph as it is easier for them to interpret the data.

o How many of your meals come from another country?

The Year 3 student surveys show the students were quick to notice there was a
variety in the foods eaten by the students within the class. They could identify some

common foods eaten by all students and some which were very different. The

students in year 3 used the target language wherever they could. The students then

placed their data into a column graph.

Students recorded the foods they regularly ate for their meals in English or
Indonesian.

What are the traditional Australian foods? Place these under the breakfast: lunch,

dinner and snacks.

These can be recorded in Indonesian or English.

2. Language Focus

Bahasa Inggris Bahasa

Indonesian

Bahasa Inggris Bahasa

Indonesian

What did you have

for lunch?
I had for lunch…

Untuk makan siang

kamu makan apa?
Untuk makan siang

saya makan….

What do you want

to eat?
I like to eat….

Mau makan apa?

Saya suka

makan…
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What did you have
to  d r i nk  f o r

breakfast?

Use of like and

dislike
What food did you

like?

saya makan….

Untuk makan pagi
saya minum….

Suka/tidak suka.

K a m u  s u k a

makanan apa?

I like to drink…

I eat an apple.

I drink milk.

What do you want
to drink/eat?

makan…

S a y a  s u k a
minum…

Saya makan apel.

Saya minum susu.

Kamu suka

minum/makan?

3. Assessment- Assessment for Learning

 Language Acquisition: Surveys and Interviewing

As students used a survey and interviewed their friends I looked at how much
Indonesian can students use incidentally, words and phrases?

Can students use well rehearsed phrases, orally and in a written format for example

“Untuk makan siang kamu makan apa”? (For lunch what did you eat?)
 Response: Untuk makan siang saya makan nasi dan sate. (For lunch I ate rice and

sate).

Can students change the format of the response?

Intercultural Competence: By examining student’s reflections:

• Has the student noticed differences and similarities in the foods that they eat

within their own class?
• What are the common foods and how many foods can a student identify as

having origins from another country. The teacher can record by annotating

the reflections made by the student.

Teacher Reflections
The survey was a good assessment tool for language acquisition.

The students were using well-rehearsed language but by having to interview people

they had to continually repeat the questions and answers. As each student was

required only to survey students on the foods they ate at one particular meal time
they had to remember to change the meal time in the question and response.

 From the intercultural perspective, the students became quickly aware that there
were students in their own age group who ate the same and different foods. It was an

authentic task as the students themselves had collected the information. As the class

and language teacher, I was able to follow students around the room and listen to

their conversation. My presence also made the students focus on using their target
language, except where they could not translate the food items. Some students

would ask me what a particular food would be and I explained that they would be

very similar but it may be spelt differently or pronounced slightly differently, for
example teh= tea, eskrim=ice-cream, sate=sate.

After surveying the class only one student had nasi (rice) for breakfast. This student

had a mum who came from Thailand. The students were quick to discuss the point
that Thailand was part of Asia and all Asian countries eat rice. Here was the

student’s global awareness coming into the ‘Big Picture”.
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MINDMAPS

Intercultural Focus: While students were recording their diaries the Mind mapping

exercise occurred at the same time. This exercise was to see what intercultural

knowledge the students had retained from previous learning sequences.
All students from Prep to Year 6 have been involved in Intercultural learning

sequences . I would expect by year 6 they could identify many aspects of Indonesian

eating habits. The school environment has provided the students with continual
Indonesian displays, luncheons and games days.

Activity 1. Mindmaps for year 2 to year 6, individual and whole class work.

Students individually reflect on what they know about Indonesian food and completed
this in English or Indonesian.

Activity 2. Bundling for year 2 to year 6, individual and whole class work.
Each student writes one key idea on a sticky note and places it on the class

board. If an idea is already on the board it cannot be repeated.

The sticky notes are then bundled to classify ideas that belong together.
Indonesian words form a Graffiti board, new vocabulary can be continually

added.

Activity 1 Graphic Organiser-Bundling (year 2 to year 6)

Using their mind maps Students record their information on sticky notes and then

categorise the information. The students decided to have categories of eating habits,
shopping habits, foods, and drinks.

Activity 1.Sorting Pictures: (Prep to year 2 as a class)

• Examine assorted pictures of foods. Each picture has the name of the dish in
the target language and English.

• Students sit in a circle each student is given a picture.

• Taking turns, students place the pictures in the appropriate columns which
are headed, eaten in Australia, eaten in Indonesia, and eaten in Australia and

Indonesia. In English the students are asked to explain why they put the

foods in a particular column. Students respond in target language if the
picture is in the correct column.

• 
Students in Prep/1 deciding
where to place pictures of

food.

The students needed to ask
themselves whether the

food only occurred in

Australia or Indonesia or
both.
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2. Language Focus:

Bahasa

Inggris

Bahasa

Indonesia

Sorting

Pictures

Australian

food
Indonesian

food

Makanan

Australia
Makanan

Indonesian

Grammar

1. Word order. The most

important word comes first.

Food Australian.

2. true /false  betul /salah
3. Saya makan…..

4. Saya minum……

Vocabulary
lists of

foods,

vegetables

& fruits and
drinks.

Students play games of snap & memory, make a buah buah disk and
sing a song Saya Melihat/Makan Apa to reinforce the language.

Students made pictures of fruit to sing Saya Melihat. When the students’ fruit
occurred in the song the student had to hold up their fruit. This song helped with

language acquisition.

3. Assessment- Assessment for Learning

Intercultural Assessment –Written task
Students are asked to write down as many ideas that they can think of about

Indonesian food and eating habits. (Assessing prior knowledge) Can the students

identify, notice   and record simple cultural information which they are able to transfer
from other Indonesian learning sequences?  Assessing younger students is more

difficult using a mind mapping exercise. Assessment comes from the conversations

one has with students.

Teacher Reflections

Mind mapping

The students were quick to complete the mind mapping exercise and I was surprised

to see how much information they had retained from previous learning sequences.
Some students also began to use their Indonesian to record information. After we

had completed this activity I realised it may have been a good idea to have

completed a mind map on what the students knew about the eating habits of
Australians.

In years 2 and 3 these students had only a small amount of knowledge about

Indonesian food, eating habits and shopping habits. All the students knew that every

Indonesian meal has rice, nasi in it.
They also knew things like:

• Indonesian people use a spoon and fork,

• Their food is generally served warm and not hot.
• School children have their lunch at home.

• Some simple vocab, apel, jeruk, pisang, pasar

Most of this information had been acquired from an earlier learning sequence where

the students examined their lifestyle and found commonalities and differences to that
of a student in Indonesia.

As students could only put one fact at a time on the board and facts could not be

repeated this required the students to read other student’s sticky notes so it
reinforced knowledge and made the students think about their own knowledge.
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Saya Melihat
The younger students enjoyed this activity and it served to be a quick way for

students to learn their fruit vocabulary. It was interesting to see students transfer their

knowledge to a class literacy activity later in the day when the students were asked

to invent a cartoon character and give their person a name. One student named her
person Mr. Limun., Mr.Lemon  while  another called his Apel- apple.

Sorting Pictures All students were really engaged in this session. Students could
identify most of the foods. The Prep students tended to look only at the pictures to

decide if the food occurred in Indonesia or Australia. Many of these students are in

the beginning stages of learning to read in English, so they are used to using picture
clues as their clue to meaning. The Year 1 students used their critical literacy skills to

identify the foods and clarified their answers by reading the English title. Some

students attempted the Indonesian. This was in complete contrast to the Year 2

students who immediately read the Indonesian title before placing the food in the
correct column. It was wonderful to see the linguistic development

between the year groups.

.
Dishes which included rice confused some students and their initial placement

varied. This lead to lots of discussion, as students recognised rice as being very

important in the Indonesian diet. One student stated that Indonesia would have more
rice and less meat in their meal where in Australia we would have more meat and

less rice. This student obviously remembered our Asian Day where the student had

experienced an Indonesian luncheon.  A class consensus lead to rice dishes being

placed in Berdua Column (occurring in both countries).

After placing all foods in the three columns the students noticed that we had lots of

desserts in the Australian food column.
In English I asked the students,

• What do you have for dessert?

• What do you think Indonesian children would have dessert?

• Would the Indonesian children have the same desserts you?

The answers varied from ice-cream to apple pie, chocolate pudding and fruit. The

students all agreed that the Indonesian students would not have chocolate pudding
of apple pie and that they may not have ice cream.

When asked why not?

I received this response from a Prep student, “It’s hot in Indonesia, you wouldn’t want
to spend all your time cooking over a hot oven”, while another student responded

with” I think children in Indonesia wouldn’t have ice cream as they may not have

refrigerators so I reckon they would have fruit”. The rest of the Prep class tended to

agree.

At the end of the session I bought out a picture of a McDonalds hamburger. I asked

the students which column did it belong in. Initially the students thought it should go
in the Australian food column. But one little boy said, “ But the writing was in

Indonesian.”

He had noticed the advertisement saying, “Ayam yang baru”. Another student said,
“That hamburger has rice in it so it must be Indonesian”.  He had actually thought the

mayonnaise was rice. The student’s discussion continued on about food chains and

how Mc Donalds was everywhere. After a 35 minute session the students in all 3

classes had undergone some very deep thinking exercises and they were ready to
continue on talking while they had their own lunch.
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FOOD TASTING

Students in year 5/6 enjoyed eating ayam dan nasi putih. The students had to eat

their food using their right hand.

1. Intercultural Focus:

To keep students motivated and to allow all students to experience some authentic
Indonesian foods, the students sampled sate, fried rice, tempah, tofu, coconut,

rambutan and sop ayam.

 Students are asked,
• What are your opinions are about the taste of the food?

• Have they experienced this food before?

• Was it cooked the same way?

While trialling the foods the students should begin to reflect, compare the taste and
texture of foods from another country. They should also notice the differences in the

preparation of the food.

Activity 1 (Prep-Year 6) Food sampling.

Over the next few sessions, simple foods were brought to Language sessions for the

students to sample. Where foods are to be prepared the students are placed in
groups and follow recipes to prepare dishes. Key words like kelapa, nasi, telur, susu

are to be used. Students can use English but when speaking about the food the

students are encouraged to use Indonesian. At this stage all recipes are in English

but key words like nasi (rice), sate (satay) kelapa (coconut) are in the target
language.

Once the dish is prepared the students look, smell, taste, feel, draw and record their

opinions.

Students from Years 2 to 6 begin to write extended sentences in Indonesian.

The students experienced an

Indonesian breakfast of sop
ayam. After trying the food they

were asked to write their opinions

of having this food.
Here are some opinions of the

students. Year 2/3 students

began to write their opinions in

Indonesian. These samples can
be used for assessment.
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2. Language Focus:

Continual revisiting of vocabulary for taste

Bahasa Inggris Bahasa Indonesian

Taste

Delicious/delicious/nice/Hot/bitter/sour/

sweet
Don’t like the taste.

I like to eat rambutan because it is

delicious.
Breakfast/lunch/dinner

rasa

Enak/lezat/sedap/Pedas/pahit/asam/

manis
Tidak ada rasa

Saya suka makan rambutan karena enak

sekali.
Makan pagi/siang/  malam

Concentration on being able to say extended sentences and writing these.

Saya suka makan……karena……

Appearance

Bagaimana……?

Apel ini kelihatan segar sekali.

Days of the week. Hari ………senin,
selasa, rabu, kamis,jumat, sabtu, minggu

Numbers to 20

Colour

Hitam, biru, hijau, merah, kuning, putih

The use of tua and muda to make

colours dark and light.
Bagaimana warnanya?

Warnanya biru.  Dia berwarna biru.

3. Assessment (Assessment as learning)

Language Acquisition: Students now have vocabulary lists. At the beginning of
each language session students are given an oral test on 5 key words. After several

language sessions the beginnings of sentences and questions are placed on the

board. The students are required to complete the phrase .eg Saya suka makan… .
Students are also given cloze exercises to complete. Work is marked in class so that

students receive immediate feedback.   Students in year Prep/ 1 made a hungry

caterpillar  Ulat Bulu, with their Buddy class 2/3 helping the students to do the word

processing.  (A Buddy class is when members of an older age group team up with
students from a younger class. The Buddy groups regularly work together and as a

language teacher I find this is a good way to reinforce acquisition of the target

language. It gives a purpose and meaning to learning a language for the older
students.) In the Ulat Bulu, each day of the week the caterpillar eats one piece of

fruit, but the next day he eats the same as the day before but adds two pieces of a

different fruit. This continues until the last day of the week where the Caterpillar ends
up with a stomach ache and bursts. It is a great way to cover numbers, days of the

week and fruit.  “ Pada Hari Rabu, ulat bulu makan satu nanas, dua apel, tiga jeruk

nipis, dan empat arbei”. On Wednesday the caterpillar ate 1 pineapple, 2 apples, 3

lemons and 4 strawberries.

In these examples of Year 2/3 students one can assess for language acquisition and

intercultural competence. The students were asked to complete the work using a
template on the computer, so it was also assessing ICT skills. The student’s

responses are in red.
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Nama__                 Makan Pagi                      Kelas_2-3

Fill in the sentences below with the correct word.

Each word can only be used once.

Hari ini saya makan sop ayam dan nasi.

Saya minim teh

Dalam sop ayam ada sayur, sayuran,  ayam dan air
Ini enak sekali.

Saya suka sekali makan  sop ayam.

Enak, Ayam, makan, sekali, nasi, sop ayam, air, suka, sayur,

sayuran, teh

If you lived in Indonesia what is wrong with the breakfast in the picture?

                              
They would not have cereal .Not all Cereals have rice with it.

It would be hard to get fresh milk.     You would have sop ayam and nasi instead of
padi-padian.

Nama _____     Makan Pagi
Kelas_2

Fill in the sentences below with the correct word.

Each word can only be used once.

Hari ini saya makan makan pagi.    Saya makan nasi dan sop ayam.

Saya minim teh

Dalam sop ayam ada ayam, dan sayur sayuran.      
Ini enak sekali.

Saya suka sekali

Ayam, makan, sekali, nasi, sop ayam, air, suka, sayur, sayuran, teh

If you lived in Indonesia what is wrong with the breakfast in the picture?

                             

                There is no rice in the picture and there is no cereal in Indonesia or milk
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Intercultural Competence: Students are given pictures of typical Australian meals.
They are asked questions:

• If you lived in Indonesia would you have this breakfast?

• How is this meal different to your breakfast?

From the students reflections the teacher can have an insight to the students
understanding that there are similar foods that are basic in Indonesia and Australia

but they may be prepared differently and eaten differently.

4. Teacher Reflections

Food sampling

The students loved the food sampling activities. All students were keen to sample
foods and many students claimed that they had never seen or tried these foods

before. Tofu, rambutans and coconuts were common foods which students had not

experienced.

It was amazing the number of students who had not eaten coconuts.

In a class session younger students were asked what colour they thought the

coconut milk would be. Nearly all the students thought the milk would be white. They
were associating with cow’s milk while others had seen coconut milk in tins. In this

form the milk is white but direct from the coconut the milk is clear. All the students

liked the kepala susu but many did not like the coconut fruit.

Experiencing an Indonesian breakfast of sop ayam made many students think that

they would not survive without their toast and marmite or nutella or just their plain

cereal and milk. The thought of living on rice was too much for some students. In the
work examples of the students given in this unit, one can see that the students are

able to complete simple sentences and are able to use appropriate words in the

correct word order. From the cultural perspective the students can identify that
breakfast is different in Indonesia from Australia.

The development of the students’ language skills ran parallel with the students

identifying differences and similarities of their own diets to that of the diets of
Indonesian students.

The overall intention of the tuning in activities was to engage the students in the topic

“Mau Makan Apa?” and to encourage them to reflect on their own culture, for the

students to be able to identify  commonalities, and differences within their own age
group and the foods which they ate. Through the keeping of a diary the students

could identify the number of take - aways foods, and process foods they ate. In some

cases it made students re-examine their diet.

At this early stage it also enabled students to begin to develop new vocabulary and to

see correlations with food words in English and Indonesian, so they were beginning

to develop communicative competence. The students were developing their
language skills, but the language was more purposeful and meaningful. Although I

have not given the students written tests I have encouraged the students to readily

reflect on their learning and continually focus on the conversation the students are
having. The students are non-judgemental and discuss with ease their eating habits

and how their food may be different from their friends and this is OK.
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In the tuning in the students began thinking about what foods may occur in Indonesia
and why. This did not require any prompting from me. The students now have a

knowledge base of their own eating habits and can now draw on that knowledge to

lead them in to the sorting out activities where they will look more closely at the

situation in Indonesian. At this stage I do not intend to give the students an objective
score for their Intercultural competence.

                                 Sorting Out
The sorting out activities included:

• INTERVIEWING AN INDONESIAN PERSON

• USING THE INTERNET

• INDONESIAN FOOD

                         INTERVIEWING AN INDONESIAN PERSON

                         The Year 5 students video the interview

1. Intercultural Focus: The students from all Year groups will interview an

Indonesian person.  Groups of students from all year groups are asked to join the

year 2/3 class for the interview. These students are the asked to report back to their
class.  The session will be videoed by the Year 5 students and this is shown to all

classes. The students carefully plan questions about the eating habits of Indonesian

people. These questions can be asked in English and recorded in English.

2. Language Focus: The students will see how an Indonesian person when

interviewed in Australia may mix the two languages together this is particularly

noticeable where there is no translation of   certain Indonesian words, like warung,
kaki lima,

Introduce Cutlery
Cangkir-cup, sendok- spoon, pisau-knife, piring-

plate, gelas-glass, garpu-fork, botol-bottle

Sentences

Saya pergi ke pasar. I go to the market

Saya pergi ke toko-toko. I go to the shops.

Question and Answers
Siapa suka nasi goreng?

Who likes to eat fried rice?

Siapa suka sate ayam?

Who likes to eat chicken sate?
Siapa mau makan nanas?

Who wants to eat pineapple?

Siapa mau makan mie goreng?
Who wants to eat noodles?

Use of kedua/sama
     Different/same

Sentence Wheel.

Students make 3 concentric circles on different
coloured card to help with constructing

sentences. Circle measure with a radius of

10cm, 8c and 6cm. On the outer circle a
personal noun is placed the second circle has a

verb, while the inner circle has a location.(

Activity 3)

1. Activity One:  Forming Questions for Interview session.

The students were asked to write in English 3 key questions about the Indonesian

food and eating habits.

Here are some examples of Year 2/3 student’s questions:
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Sharna’s Question for Risa is.............Do you have to do any thing special or different

before you eat your meal?

Freya’s Question for Risa is........Do   you    have   big   shopping    centres    in
Indonesia?

Indi’s question for Risa……. Do you have to bless the food before you eat it?

Julia’s question for Risa…..Do people sell food at the market to provide an income
for their family?

Ruby’s questions for Risa……Do Indonesian people eat salads?

Liam’s question for Risa……What sort of restaurant do you have in Indonesia?

2. Activity Two:  The students write up their responses to their questions and record

their reflections of what they have learnt. Using the computer the students record

their answers after the interview. The could decide whether they wanted to work

together or independently to summarise the interview.

A Year 6 student’s records the answers after the interview.

 How often do you go shopping?

Every day to keep fresh food.
What is normally your main course?

Rice with an entrée of vegetables.

Are all meals cold?

They are all warm, not hot or cold.
Do you eat salads?

No we don’t eat raw food. All vegetables have to be boiled.

What do you do before you eat your meals?
They bless the food and say a prayer.

Who starts the meal first?

The father is always served first.

Are you allowed to use your left hand at the dinner table?
You are at your normal house but it is considered rude.

What do babies eat?

Babies eat fresh meat rice and vegetables all mixed together into a sort of porridge.
What do you have as fast food?

Chicken and rice.

Do you eat pizza?
Yes we do

Do you eat rice on your pizza?

No this is one thing that doesn’t have rice on it.

Do you eat chocolate?
Yes but only if you can buy it from a supermarket.

Why do waiters give you a piece of paper to write your order on?

Its quicker, less mistakes, they can employ people that cant write very well, there are
different languages.

Who goes to the market?

The mum and her daughter. It is also a social place to meet friends.
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3.Assessment ( Assessment of Learning)

Language Acquisition: In this section of the unit most of the language is in English.

Can the students record words that occur only in the Indonesian language?

Intercultural Competence: By examining the questions of the students’ one can see if
the students are making connections and reflecting between their own culture and

that of the Indonesians on the topic of food and eating habits.

Are the students building on their knowledge base? The teacher needs to revisit the
students mind maps and see if the students can add new facts they have learnt.

Student Reflections. As part of the student reflection the students were asked to
complete two activities. The first was simply to write down some of the highlights of

Risa’s interview and the second was to form Venn diagrams to show the differences

and similarities of Australia and Indonesia. The students could select any of the

following focuses eating habits, table manners, eating out, shopping,

4. Teacher Reflections
Interviewing Risa, an Indonesian lecturer from the University of Tasmania, was an

excellent activity. It created lots of discussion, reflection and provided a platform for

further work.
Designing appropriate questions was a difficult task for some students, particularly

for the younger students. I asked the students to try to ask questions that did not

have a Yes/ No response. The students could use English to ask these questions.

This really engaged all students in their learning activities. Through the interview the

students covered a large amount of research. By focusing on key questions the

students could form comparisons with their own culture. The students who were
actually present at the taping session really reinforced their learning as they had to

report back to their classes.

When the students were asked to reflect on the experience their work focused on key
points I had not mentioned in any of my discussions with the students. One key point

was Indonesians do not eat any vegetables that haven’t been cooked; another was

that Indonesians do have bread but it is very sweet in comparison to Australian
breads. The students were surprised to find out that there were so many food chains

in Indonesia. They wanted to know if the restaurants had the same foods as in

Australia. Risa responded yes, but there was one major difference. When Risa asked
what the difference could be the students immediately drew on their prior knowledge

of an Indonesian diet and responded correctly, nasi / rice. If an Indonesian person

has a meal without rice then they think that they have not eaten a meal. Risa was

quick to point out that the major food chains only occurred in the big cities and they
were becoming increasingly popular with the young ones.

The students could now really make connections with the eating styles of Indonesia.
They could see that there is the traditional eating places but there was a change

occurring. Similar changes had also occurred in Australia. When I asked the students

to go home and ask their grandparents what food chains occurred when they were
young most of the students found out that the only take away was the local fish and

chip shop or a meat pie shop.  One young student reported that Australia was

quicker to change. I asked him why and his response was very logical: we have more

people from other countries in Australia and they all bring their different foods and
recipes from their country. This child was a deep thinker.
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Activity 3 Sentence Wheel (Year 1 to 6)
This activity was for the students to continue building on the construction of

sentences, and giving them the means to have ready responses in their target

language.

The students had to construct 3 concentric circles each with a different diameter.
The largest circle had nouns written on it, then in line with each noun was written a

place and on the inner circle was written a product the students could buy.  With the

younger classes I gave the students a table to help them get started and they only
had to select 4 nouns.

Noun  Kata Benda Verb- Kata kerja

Article-Barang

Place- Tempat

Saya
Dia

Any Indonesian name

Tini, Budi,Jacko,Jono,
Ketut,Nyoman,Made,Siti

membeli apel-to buy an
apple

membeli jeruk- orange

membeli  kentang goreng
hot chips

membeli ayam-chicken

di pasar. -market
di warung,

di took -shop

di KFC,
di pasar sawalayan-

supermarket

INTERNET

(Years 2 to 6)

1. Intercultural Focus: As a result of the interview of Risa, I now wanted the

students to find out if the culture of food in Indonesia was undergoing a change just
like the changes that have occurred in our eating in Australia.

Initially the students were given the chance to do their own search but we found this

time consuming and I soon realised the students needed some questions to focus
on.

Students selected a partner and one or two questions to focus on. The questions

could be answered using English and Indonesian where ever possible;

• Can you find evidence of meals from other countries being introduced
to the diets of the Indonesian population?

• What franchised food shops occur in Indonesia?

• Are they the same restaurants which occur in Australia?
• Do the restaurants such as Mc Donalds and KFC serve the same

food?

• What considerations do the people who open these shops have to

think about?
• Are there restaurants from other countries like Chinese, Malaysian,

and Italian?

• Are there coffee shops and food courts in Indonesia? If so where
would you find these?

• Is the advertising on the restaurants written in English, Indonesian or

another language?
         I gave the students some web sites to commence their research.

http://www.kidcyber.com.au/topics/

http://www.kfcindonesia.com

http://www.expat.or.id
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At the end of the session the pair of students had to write a little summary and then

each member of the pair had to make a small poster which was entitled: “Apakah
tahumu?” what do you know?

2.Language Focus: Through researching the internet the students should find sites

where the text is written in Indonesian or in multiple languages. The students can
record new word which they don’t understand and are encouraged to find the

meanings by using their dictionaries.

3.Assessment:

Language Acquisition: On their information sheets the students have a spot to

place new Indonesian words. The teacher can examine this sheet to see if the
students have attempted to put any new vocabulary there, and have they attempted

to find out the meaning of the words therefore enhancing their own learning of the

Indonesian language.

Intercultural Competence:    

By examining the student summaries, the teacher can check to see if they are
showing they realise the diets of Indonesian people are undergoing change and can

they recognise that many Indonesian people are still having authentic meals. What

factors are the students associating with the change?

Teacher Reflections (Years 2 to 6)

The students working in class groups decided to work in pairs and selected one

question each. This was an efficient way to complete the task. At the end of thirty
minutes the students grouped together to discuss the answers they had found.  We

all learnt something new. The students were really amazed at how many different

franchised food outlets there are in Indonesia.

I was amazed how much information the students were able to find in such a short

period of time. The students were very excited to find the common franchised shops

occurring in Indonesia but they were more interested in the restaurants and shops
that were very different to those found in Australia.

By now all students of all year groups had a very good understanding that there are
differences and commonalities in the availability of food shops and restaurants

throughout Indonesian and Australia. The big concept for the students to understand

was that a culture of a country is continually changing. In some countries that change
is slower but it is occurring.

The students were surprised to see so many franchised shops that we have in

Australia and also the number of food outlets we haven’t here. Many students were
amazed by the number. One student stated, “It’s just like in Australia, I didn’t think it

would be like that”. When asked how he thought it may be, he stated, “I only thought

you would have Asian food”.
I asked what he meant by Asian food and he responded, “you know rice and sate.”

I then asked where this might be the case and he responded, “I thought it would be

everywhere but it probably would be in the villages.”
I asked why would this be so and the response was “The village people would be

poorer.”

I wonder whether the student was relating the buying of takeaway food with a
person’s relative wealth.
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Students were really surprised to see spaghetti and soup being sold at a KFC

restaurant.

                        INDONESIAN FOOD

• I See I Think I Wonder
• Class Book Makanan Tradisional di Australia dan Indonesia.

• Chatter Boxes

                            I SEE I THINK  I WONDER

1. Intercultural Focus: As an introduction to this section of the learning sequence I
asked the students of years Prep to Year 3 the following questions in English:

• Are there foods Australians eat that the Indonesian people eat?

• Are there foods Australians eat that may be strange to the Indonesian
people?

• Are there Indonesian foods that Australians would not eat?

After some discussion the students reasoned that foods that only grow in Australia,

the Indonesian people may have heard of but they may not have access to them or
they are far too expensive like strawberries and blue berries. The students really

surprised me and seemed very well informed, as one Year 2 student said “you can’t

grow blue berries in Indonesian as it is too hot and wet and the blueberries would
grow mould on them”. The students were continually making connections about other

factors which may affect what the Indonesian people may eat.  Another student who

originally came from Syria stated that lots of people in Indonesia would not have tried
ham or roast pork because they are Muslim and Muslim people don’t eat pork.

The students struggled with the third question as most of the Indonesian foods they

knew, they had seen pictures of or sampled. At this stage I introduced a new

exercise where the students were given pictures of authentic Indonesian dishes
which had the recipes written on the back.  The dishes were named in Indonesian, as

were the recipes.  The students could write their responses in English or Indonesian

or a mixture of both.

I see  Saya Melihat Some key questions to consider.

What foods do you see?

What cooking utensils or serving are there?
Are there foods which you can’t identify?

Are there foods you haven’t eaten?

  I Think  Saya kira Would you like to eat this food?
How was the dish cooked?

Can you describe the dish as delicious, awful

nice?

I wonder  Saya hanya ingin tahu Do we have a similar dish in Australia?
Who cooked the food?

2.Language Focus:

 Some new vocabulary: Meat- daging, pork- daging babi, chicken-ayam. Goat-

kambing,

Cooking terms: verbs to bake- memanggang   roast-  panggang, fry-menggoreng,
cook memasak

Sentence use: Ibu memasak daging.         Dia memanggang daging ayam.

                       Mother cooked the meat.     She baked the chicken.
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Lontong Balap

I see   Saya melihat
Lemon, bread, bowls, spoon, potato, small bowl, beans, noodles, rice, parsley.

 I Think   Saya kira
Tasty, looks unusual,

I think the spoon is made out of plastic.

I wonder.  Saya hanya ingin tahu.

What that small plate has on it?

What the spoon and bowls are made out of?

I wonder if it has rice in it.

Soto Lamongan
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3.Assessment

Intercultural Competence:

This exercised allowed the students to see new authentic dishes but the activity was

not designed to be an assessment task. The teacher could observe the discussion

taking place as students were given their recipes.

Language Acquisition: When the students looked at the recipes:

• Could they identify words?
• Did they look for other resources to find the meaning of words?

(Dictionary, Big Books, graffiti board)

• Could they see parts of words in other words (membuat- to do, saya buat- I
do,110gr- 110 grams)

• Are they making connections with words they already know (bawang goreng-

the students knew the word goreng as being fried and bawang was onion,

could they work out it was fried onion)

Teacher Reflections
The students enjoyed completing the task and they did begin to see authentic dishes

that they hadn’t focused on before. They could identify new foods they hadn’t seen

but could not necessarily put a name to the foods. But the important point was they
were noticing difference.  They could see that the language used for the recipe was

abbreviated similar to Australian recipes, for example gr=gram and they could guess

abbreviations like sdm as meaning teaspoon.

 The students also noticed the dishes had foods that we have in Australia but they

were cooked differently so the dish looked different.

In one dish kambing- goat was used. When a student looked this up in the dictionary
he was horrified to think anyone would eat a goat. I discussed this with the class and

asked them if this was any different from eating lamb? This put the idea of eating

goat into perspective.

At the end of the exercise the students agreed that the Indonesian people eat did

some different foods from Australians but mostly they were different because they

were prepared differently with different spices and used different cooking methods. A
year 2 student was quick to make the comparison “you might cook a chicken

differently from how my mum does”. So now the students were seeing those

commonalities and differences.

           CLASS BOOK: Makanan Tradisional di Australia dan Indonesia

Intercultural Focus. By now, the students know quite a few Indonesian foods.

Using their Indonesian, the students are asked to identify the traditional foods which

are eaten in Australia and Indonesia at particular meals.
Activity 1. Making a class book (Years 2 to 6)

The students are asked to select one meal of the day. It may be breakfast, lunch,

dinner or snack time. They are then asked to independently make one page for the
class book. An A4 page is divided in half.  In the top half, the student writes the

traditional food eaten for that particularly meal for Australia. In the bottom half, the

student writes what the traditional meal would be in Indonesia for the same meal

time. They are to record this in Indonesian.
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To prompt the students’ memories they have the class displays, their intercultural

learning books (Intercultural Language Books), video taping of Risa, and their
internet work.

Dalam Australia saya makan……..untuk makan ……….

In Australia I eat……… for………

                                   

                                     TETAPI but

Dalam Indonesia saya makan……. untuk makan………

In Indonesia eat…….. for…………………………..

                          

2. Language Focus

Continue writing and using oral, two or

three linked sentences using well

rehearsed language to convey simple
information.

Introduce joining words: but, in , for

Dalam=in

Tetapi=but
Untuk=for

Assessment; Assessment for Learning.

Intercultural assessment:  By examining the student’s page for the class book I

could identify whether they had knowledge of the traditional foods in each country.

Language Assessment: By examining the page produced by the student- was the

student able to use well rehearsed language patterns and make adjustments to the

sentences to fit the particular meal time,  for example a student may write:
Dalam Australia saya makan telur dan roti panggang untuk makan pagi tetapi dalam

Indonesia saya makan sate untuk makan siang.  In Australia I have an egg and toast

for breakfast but in Indonesia I had sate for lunch.
Although the sentence is not incorrect it is not responding to the instructions that I

had asked, which was to respond with the traditional meal for both countries at that

same particular meal.
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Teacher Reflections.

The students enjoyed making the class book together. They were very quick to
identify very different traditional foods which were eaten in both countries. The

students readily conversed in Indonesian and from Years 2 to 6 the students   could

write their extended sentences and foods in Indonesian.

One student wrote that in Australia he ate nasi goreng =fried rice for breakfast. I

asked the student if he regularly ate fried rice for breakfast and he said no but he had

that more as it was left over from tea the night before. I then asked him if he thought
this would also happen in Indonesia. He responded by saying no, because the food

might go off over night due to the hot weather.  This was a logical response and the

student was making connections that could effect what a person would eat at a meal.

In some cases, the students showed that they did not really understand what the

word traditional really meant. But following a class discussion I realised for some
students the foods that they had listed were traditional for them and their families. As

the school has quite a multicultural cross section we did have traditional foods that

were multicultural. Pizza and spaghetti bolognaise were two common foods the
students mentioned. This brought up discussion about whether the Indonesian

people are also changing their traditional foods as other western foods are being

brought into their diets.

This student has commenced his writing in Indonesian and then he has completed

the sentence in English. This error may have simply be due to  the student not
knowing the Indonesian words for black currant juice and he has simply forgotten to

complete the sentence in Indonesian, especially as he has written his

Sentence correctly in Indonesian.
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This student understands the term traditional and has completed the pages correctly.

                                                  CHATTER BOXES

Language Focus: Assessment for learning (Prep to 6)

Chatter boxes are simply a tool to help the students reinforce their language skills.

I used these to revise Indonesian numbers, colours, fruits, vegetables, tastes and
questions and responses. To make a chatter box you need to fold a square of paper

so that it has different flips. All work is to be recorded in Indonesian.

On the first flip the student places four numbers or colours.

On the second lot of flips the students
write a fruit or vegetable and on the

final flip the student writes a taste.

Once this is completed, the students

work in pairs and ask each other in
Indonesian the following questions,

Question: Berapa nomor or Warnya

apa?

                 What number or What
colour?

Response: Nomor dua or Biru

                Number 2 or blue
The person who asks the question

works the chatter box, spelling out the
responses each time.
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Question: Buah buahan apa ? or Sayur sayuran apa?
                 What fruit?          Or     What vegetable?

Response: Saya punya jeruk.     Or   Saya punya wortel.

                I will have an orange.       I will have a carrot.

The questioning person then reads out what the taste is.
The students take it in turns to work their chatterboxes.

Students work together using their chatter boxes.

This serves as a simple tool to reinforce language.

Teacher Reflections

I only used the chatterboxes with the younger students (Prep to Year 3) as it was an

easy simple assessment tool to ensure the students were using their language and

understood what they were learning. This sort of activity keeps the students
motivated and engaged in interactive talk with questioning and responding.

                                           GOING FURTHER
The Going Further activities include:

• EATING OUT

• SHOPPING/ BARGAINING

                                       EATING OUT

1. Intercultural Focus: In this section the students are required to reflect on their

table manners at home and what is expected of them when they go to a restaurant.
Can the students determine whether their eating habits are determined by their family

culture?

In Indonesian or using English and Indonesian some key questions are asked for the
students to think about.

• Is eating out popular in Indonesia?  How can you find out if it is?

• How often do you eat out?

• What table manners are expected?
• What would you think was happening if you were in restaurant and a waiter

came to you and handed you a pen and paper? What would he expect you to

do with this? What are the advantages of ordering like this?

Activity 1 Eating at Home and in Restaurants - graphic organiser Y chart (All

year groups) Students reflect on their own table manners
(Years Prep to 2 using some Indonesian and some English, Years 3 to 6 using

as much Indonesian as possible.)

• Individually students record what table manners are expected of them at

home and when eating out.
• All students watch Mari Menonton video.

• Students are now required to record what table manners are required of

Indonesian children.
• Using a graphic organiser students complete a Y chart.
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Activity 2 Eating at Home and in Restaurants (Prep to Year 2)
The younger students use a paper plate and draw a typical Australian meal they

have at home. They make cutlery to place on the plate and on the reverse side they

draw a typical Indonesian meal and also make the cutlery which is used.

Students show their plates. The plates had to show an Indonesian meal and cutlery
on one side while on the reverse they needed to show an Australian meal and

cutlery.

Activity 3 (Years 3 to 6) Waiters in Indonesia-spoken in Indonesian
A group of students are asked to imagine they are in an Indonesian restaurant in

Indonesia. Students are arranged around tables which are set as though they are in

a restaurant. The teacher then acts as a waiter; she welcomes the students speaking
only Indonesian. Authentic Indonesian menus are handed to the students. The rest of

the class is observing. The observers had to consider the question;

• What would you think was happening if you were in restaurant and a waiter

came to you and handed you a pen and paper? What would he expect you to
do with this? What are the advantages of ordering like this?

Activity 4. (Year Prep to Year 6) All students experience some simple ways that

Indonesian people eat their food.

• Using only the right hand
• Rice rolling

2. Language Focus.

Forms of verbs, using  the base verb.
makan, makanan, dimakan

memesan –to order

menyediakan –to prepare

Language of a waiter= pelayan
Daftar makanan= menu

Minat seporsi … a portion of

Uang say sudah habis –run out of
something

Saya kira… I think

Boleh minta rekeningnya - asking for the
bill

A Year 3 student has presented her

Y chart on table manners.
On the left hand side are table

manners which are expected in

Australia. On the right hand side

are the expected table manners for
Indonesian students.  At the top are

table manners which are the same

in both countries.
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3.Assessment

Language Acquisition: Oral Communication

In the role play scenes the teacher only used Indonesian. Do the students

understand what the waiter wants them to do? Can the students read the Indonesian
menu? Can the students convey to the waiter what food they wish to eat?

Intercultural Competence: Annotated work samples
On going assessment to see if students were answering the key questions.

• Does the student’s work and explanations of their work reflect their

understanding of the eating habits of both countries?
• Can the student identify the commonalities and similarities between the two

countries and the commonalities and similarities in each country?

• In class discussions, are the students asking questions which help them to

develop stronger connections between their lifestyles and the global domain?

Teacher Reflections

Activity 1 Eating at Home and in Restaurants - graphic organiser Y chart (All
year groups)

Using English, the younger students were quick to record what table manners are

required in their homes. There were lots of discussions about what utensils one can
use and what conversations occurred around the table. Discussion even included,

where the students were allowed to eat their meals and the times they ate.

Household rules went from the formal manners of not being able to speak at the

table, not allowed to eat at the formal dining room table with one’s parents to the
household where it was very relaxed and the children had family discussions or ate in

front of the TV.

Some very common don’ts- Jangan included
• Don’t speak with your mouth full

• Sit up straight

• Don’t play with your cutlery

• Don’t eat too fast
• Eat all your meal

• Don’t put too much salt on your food

• Don’t play with toys at the table.
From the interviews with Risa (Indonesian visitor) and watching the video Mari

Menonton, units Makan apa? and Si Bertie the students, could identify common

expected table manners in Indonesia but they were very different from in Australia.
These included,

• Use your right hand not your left.

• Eat with a spoon.

• Your father must be served first.
• The food must be blessed.

• Drink water.

• Don’t eat your meal in front of TV.

Some students tried to record their work using their Indonesian but most students

used English, except for key words like jangan=don’t, tidak=no. This exercise really
showed me that the students were reflecting on what really happened at night at their

evening meal. The conversations and the Y charts showed that the students were

reflecting on the discussions we had with our Indonesian visitors. These

conversations had an impact on the students as they remembered the detail,
particularly when it was something different from their own life styles.  
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The students noticed that in Indonesia eating at home had set rules but the meal

seemed to be noisy, there were lots of dishes, everyone used a fork or spoon and the
father seemed to dominate the conversation.

The students concluded that their table manners were determined by their parent’s

expectations. They decided on the rules and everyone in the household would have
to follow. When I asked the students how their parents knew the rules, they generally

agreed that it was what they were taught when they were little.

The students were aware that each household within the class had modifications of

basic rules. One of these was eating an evening meal with your parents. Many of the

students said they only sometimes have their meals as a family, it all depended on
what activities and the time of everyone’s activities, whether or not they have their

meals together. Some students said they had dinner watching TV, while their parents

had their meals in another room to discuss adult things. I asked the students would

this occur in Indonesia and most of the students said if you lived in the city it would
probably be the same as in Australia but in the villages it might be different. When I

queried why it would be different in the cities, they said their parents probably have

different jobs which make them late home for tea.  The students were really thinking
and giving some valid explanations. I was really impressed.

The students quickly noticed that eating out was very much part of Indonesian social
life, it could be informal, where people bought food from a warung or formally where

people ate at restaurants.

Activity 2 Eating at Home and in Restaurants (Prep to Year 2)
This was a very simple exercise for the younger students and served as an

assessment tool, where the teacher could see if the students were reflecting on what

they had learnt so far. The students were asked in English to comment on their
Australian and Indonesian meals and what cutlery was used. Some students said

that they used the same cutlery as the Indonesian people but often it depended on

the dish they were eating. If it was a pasta dish the students often used a spoon and

fork and if it was fish and chips or pizza they always used their fingers. A little prep
student quickly added but I am allowed to use both hands.

Activity 3 (Years 3 to 6) Waiters in Indonesia-spoken in Indonesian
In this activity I set up an Indonesian Restaurant scene and role played the activity. I

sent a group of unsuspecting students outside to read while the rest of the class

helped me set up a restaurant scene, then I taught the students simple  Indonesian
language of how to welcome  someone, to sit down, and then how to take an order.  I

acted as waiter-pelayan. I said the waiter was to give out menus but he was not to

take the order but leave the table with a pen and paper. We were all eager to see

how the students would respond.

I used an authentic menu which I had used in Jogjakarta. The stage for the role play
was set in the middle of the class room while the rest of the class formed a circle

around the scene. Their task was to record the responses of the role play students.
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Students examine the menu and record their orders.

All students really enjoyed this exercise and it made them think about how difficult it

would be to perhaps order a meal in Indonesia.  I asked the students what was their

first response to the scene and they said that they didn’t know what was expected of

them. They realised it was an Indonesian restaurant and they knew they had to
examine the menus. They were puzzled why the waiter gave them a pen and paper.

One boy said he thought he had better write down what he wanted to eat.

I asked the students how they knew what to order. All students said they looked for

food which they recognised. Students knew basic foods of chicken= ayam, nasi=rice

but they didn’t know the name of Indonesian speciality dishes.

By completing a role play the students had a little insight in ordering an Indonesian

meal. This was a much better way to teach the students the language and the

cultural “feel”, rather than simply giving the students a menu to examine and telling
the students why a waiter may give them a pen and paper to write their order.

I asked the students what were the benefits of this procedure and they came up with
the following responses.

• There wouldn’t be so many mistakes with the order.

• If there were mistakes it would be due to the person who wrote the order.
• While you are writing the order the waiter could be doing some other work.

• It would be quicker.

I asked the students could there be any other reasons why the waiters may follow
this procedure and the students came up with these suggestions.

• Maybe the waiter had to do lots of others jobs.

• Maybe they have to cook as well, so while you are writing the order they are
cooking someone else’s food.

• Maybe they can’t write.

• Perhaps they don’t speak Bahasa Indonesian but some other language.

The students had come up with some very logical conclusions.

The students recorded their observations while watching their class mates role play

an Indonesian Restaurant scene.

The waiter hands the students

an authentic Indonesian
menu.

All instructions are given in

Indonesian.
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Activity 4. (Year Prep to Year 6 ) All students experience some simple ways in

which Indonesian people eat their food, when they don’t use cutlery.
Earlier in the term the student had a visit from an Indonesian person and she had

explained to the students how the Indonesian people often use their right hand to roll

their rice and food into little balls to eat. The students of all classes were given a bowl
of rice, chicken and tofu – nasi, ayam dan tofu, and were asked to try and roll their

food. The students enjoyed this and many were very tempted to use their left hand.

At the end of the session the classroom floors were cover in rice but the students

really began to understand the different eating habits of the Indonesian people.

When the students were asked Mengapa? Why do the Indonesian people eat like

this? Their first response was that the people could not afford to buy spoons and
forks. I then asked the students was this the case of all Indonesians and they then

agreed no. One child responded “its their custom to eat like this”. The students

remembered how Risa ( our Indonesian visitor) had told the students, you don’t use
the left hand as this  was the unclean hand and if you use this hand you disturb the

good spirits.” So they concluded that it was a custom, something that had been

established a long time ago.  “Yes like we use a knife and fork,” concluded a Year 2

child. The students were continually making connections and drawing on their
knowledge they had gained through the whole learning sequence. By this stage

many were very comfortable using both a mixture of Indonesian and English. This

language pattern continued to grow, with more and more students trying to do the
same thing.

The next step of this learning sequence was to examine the shopping habits of

Indonesians and compare this to how we shop in Australia and more importantly how
we shop in Tasmania.

This student records her

experiences of role
playing an Indonesian

restaurant scene.
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SHOPPING/BARGAINING

1. Intercultural Focus:

Using English or Indonesian depending on the student’s ability, students reflect on

how their families undertake their shopping.

Key questions to investigate included:
• Who does the shopping in your family?

• Where do your parents do their food shopping?

• How often do they shop?

Activity 1- (Year 2 to 6) Online Learning Objects

To help develop language skills the students use the CD Rom called Indonesian
Online. This CD has been developed by NALSAS (National Asian Languages and

Studies in Australia Schools). In Indonesian, the students explore four sections of an

Indonesian market, finding out about the items for sale and bargaining with the

stallholders to buy ingredients for one of three different Indonesian recipes. The
learning object is suitable for students with limited Indonesian. All spoken text is

accompanied by native-speakers and English rollover help is provided for more

difficult words. This activity leads into bargaining activities.

Activity 2-(Year 2 to 6) Cloze activity for bargaining.

This is an activity sheet taken from Bersama –Bersama  Workbook 1 Page 142

Key phrases are written under the pictures and students have to sequence the story
correctly. (Resource: Hardie,H. Clarke,S. (2000) Bersama-Sama 1. Melbourne.

NelsonThomson Learning)

Activity 3-(Year 2 to 6) Developing Role Plays of Indonesian Market scenes

involving bargaining.

Explain to the students the process of bargaining and how it is very much part of the

Indonesian life. Your skill at bargaining will determine how much you pay. Once you
enter into bargaining then it is only polite to continue until you decide upon a price

and pay.

The students write simple role plays, following some guide lines,
•  A Greeting

• State what you wish to buy…

• You ask how much.
• You express shock at the price and offer half.

• You agree to raise your price.

• You agree on the seller’s next offer.

• You hand over your money.
Once the student’s work was corrected, it was edited using Microsoft word. The

students then rehearse with a partner and present a role play scene.

Activity 4- (Year 2 to 6)  Self Assessment – Rubric  Once the students have

completed activity 3, the class as a whole decide the criteria to assess their  role

plays and  form a rubric.
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2. Language Focus

Introduce large numbers, 1000-seribu

10000-sepuluh ribu

1500-seribu lima ratus

To ask about the price or cost of
something the question word  will be

berapa since the answer will be a

number
Ongkos is used when it is a service

Focus on Bargaining

Questions/ answers
Berapa harga? Cost of an object

Harganya……the cost is….

Berapa harga buku ini- How much is this

book.?
Yang ini Rp.1.000. It is 1000 rupiah.

Harga pas  - fixed price, no bargaining

Murah-cheap, segar- fresh , Bermutu

having quality

Menjual- to sell

Membeli -to buy
Menawar- to bargain

Sehari-hari- daily

Tawar menawar -to bargain
Expressing surprise and shock

• Wah-oh dear

• Mana bias- how can that be
• Amahal benari -really expensive

• Terlalu mahal -oh its too

expensive

• tidak tidak boleh- Refuse a price
• baiklah- Agreeing

Games: I went to the market and bought… Saya pergi ke pasar dan beli…..

The students sit in a circle and the first student starts with the statement and adds a

food item, the next person repeats the statement and adds a second food. This

continues until there is only one person left in the game. If you can’t remember the
previous fruits before adding your own, you are out of the game.

3. Assessment

Language Acquisition

Activity 1- (Year 2 to 6) Online Learning Object (Assessment for Learning)

• Can students reinforce the new language they have learnt by working through
the CD ROM? The teacher can observe students and see if they can navigate

their way through the program.

• Do the students have to regularly ask for help?
• Are they repeating the language and using the language as they navigate

through the program?

• Can the students explain to their peers how to use the program?

Activity 2-(Year 2 to 6) Cloze activity for bargaining (Assessment for Learning)

Students are given a cloze activity of a conversation in bargaining. In this activity the

students had key phrases which they were required to sequence correctly. This
requires the student to understand numbers and well rehearsed expressions. In pairs

the students can also rehearse the script as a role play. The teacher can then assess

for comprehension, intonation and correct pronunciation.

Activity 3-(Year 2 to 6) Role Plays (Assessment of Learning)

Has the student been able to expand their vocabulary in terms of phrases, use of

numbers, and naming food items?

Activity 4-(Year 2 to 6) Rubric Self Assessment (Assessment for Learning)

Students complete a self assessment using a rubric this is to be completed on the
computer.
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                Self Assessment        Mau Makan Apa?   Bargaining     Rubric

Criteria

Can you create an

Indonesian

bargaining scene
using Indonesian

words and

phrases?

I can only

write a limited

number of
words by

myself.

I can only

write a limited

number of
words and

phrases by

myself.

I used mostly

all the words

that I had
learnt

throughout

our language
sessions.

 I was confident

in using the

appropriate
Indonesian

language for

bargaining.

When presenting

my work orally an
Indonesian

speaker would

understand me.

I didn’t sound

like an
Indonesian

speaker.

With more

practice I
would sound

like an

Indonesian

speaker.

I mostly

sound like an
Indonesian

speaker.

I sound like an

Indonesian
speaker.

In role playing a

bargaining scene I
could show my

intercultural

understanding of

the principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show some

intercultural

understanding
of the

principles of

Indonesian
bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show

intercultural

understanding
of the

principles of

Indonesian
bargaining.

By entering a

bargaining
agreement

and showing

the ability to

vary the
prices I could

show

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

Using

intonation,
expression and

sequential

responses

I could show
intercultural

understanding

of the principles
of Indonesian

bargaining.

Intercultural Competence:

Activity 1- Online Learning Objects
Can the students identify the range of goods which are sold at the market?

Do the students realise the market may no only sell food?

Activity 2- Cloze Activity

Is the student able to show his cultural understanding of bargaining in Indonesia,
using spoken and written Indonesian?

Activity 3-Role Plays

Is the student able to use the correct intonation and expression to show how one
interacts in bargaining at a typical village market?

Activity 4- Self Assessment- Rubric

Are the students able to show and assess their cultural understanding of bargaining

in a market rather than just list facts?
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Teacher Reflections

At this stage of the uni, in the younger classes of Prep and Year 1 it was decided that
the shopping unit should be a new program in 2007. The younger students although

very engaged were tiring as it was near the end of the term. We did have some class

discussions about

• Who did the shopping in their household?
• When did they do the shopping and

• Where did they do their shopping?

 Lots of discussion came up about our Tasmanian Salamanca market. This is a
market held each Saturday in Tasmania and sells a range of goods. The majority of

the class decided that they did their shopping at the local supermarket.

Activity - (Year 2 to 6) Online Learning Objects

Using the CD was a very good way to introduce the language required for shopping

and bargaining. Students who had very limited language skills could easily access

the program and acquire both language skills and some cultural understanding. It
gave the language teacher a good base to develop language skills, provide meaning

and build on concepts which had been introduce in the program. All students enjoyed

using the technology. As the program had excellent authentic voice make overs the
students developed their listening skills and could hear the intonation and correct

pronunciation of the language.  The students worked in pairs and were required to

tell the next group who would be on the computer, how to navigate through the
program. This helped in assessing the students of their understanding of the

program, particularly the acquisition of language.

Playing the game “Saya pergi ke pasar dan beli….” really helped the students focus
on increasing their vocabulary and also made them listen to each other, as words

could not be repeated. The Year 6 students were so good at this that I had to write

down the list of foods as I could not remember the order. This class managed to get
up to 35 foods, which was excellent.

Activity 2- Cloze Activity.

This activity was given to students in Years 2 to 6. It was a relatively simple
assessment tool, initially used for language acquisition.  The key phrases were given

but the trick was to place them in the correct order. Some students relied on their

knowledge of numbers while other students stated that they were having the
conversation in their head.

When the students worked with a partner and read these guided conversations the
students could be assessed for pronunciation and intonation. By listening to the

students the teacher could assess their comprehension of the exercise as their

voices should reflect this.

Activity 3- (Year 2 to 6) Developing Role Plays of Indonesian Market scenes

involving bargaining.

As the students had already completed a very structured cloze activity they now had
a pattern of well rehearsed language which would help them to develop their own

role plays.

The students developed their own role plays, had them corrected, edited and then
rehearsed with a partner. At the end of the session the students completed a rubric

assessment of their work.

Examples of students’ role plays, Year 6
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Pembeli : Berapa harga nanas sekilo bu?

Penjual : Harganya  rp 2.000 sekilo   murah!

Pembeli : Wah mahal sekali! Rp 2.000   boleh tidak?

Penjual : Wah tidak bias!   nanas ini segar dan mutunya baik

2.500!

Pembeli : Bisa kurang sekali bu! Rp 1.000 boleh , tidak

Penjual : Berapa?

Pembeli : Bisa kurang seditit bu! Ada banya penjaul buah di pasar

ini!

Penjual : Baiklah! Kamu pandai menawar!

Pembeli : Rp 1.5000

Pembeli : Terima kasih bu  ini uangnya!

This student
has shown

they

understand

the value of
the money,

the use of

quantity and
can following

a well

rehearsed
pattern of

questions

with

appropriate
responses.

Pembeli: Berapa harga semangkat  seikat bu?

Penjual: Harganya Rp 4.000 seikat   Murah!

Pembeli: Wah! Mahal sekali Bu! Rp 1.000 boleh tidak?

Pembeli: Bisa kurang sedikit, Saya miskin, Bu! Ada banyak penjual

buah di pasar ini!

Penjual: Berapa?

Pembeli: Rp 1.800

Penjual: Baiklah! Kamu pandai menawar!

Pembeli: Terima kasih Bu! Ini uangnya!

This student

has shown
they

understand

the value of

the money,
the use of

quantity and

can ask
questions

and give

appropriate
responses.

This student

has introduce

some new
words.
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Pembeli: Berapa Harga jeruk dua kilo Bu?

Penjual: harganya Rp 3.500 dua kilo murah

Pembeli: Wah! Mahal sekali, Bu! Rp 1.000 Boleh tidak?

Penjual:wah! saya rugi! Jeruk ini segar dan mutuntya Rp 2.500

Pembeli: Bisa kurang sedikit, Bu!

Penjual: Tidak

Pembeli: Rp 2.200

Penjual: Jagan Lupa Uang Kembali!

Pembeli:Mana Bisa

This student

is competent
in using

numbers, can

logically

sequence the
conversation

and has used

different fonts
to show his

use of

expression.

The students had a lovely time writing their role plays but the real assessment came

when the students performed their plays. They were very engaged and often did not

follow their scripts. It was good to see the acting out of the roles of the buyer and the
seller. Their intonation of voices and the body language showed that that the

students really understood that bargaining is really a cultural focus which the

Indonesian people enjoy participating in. This activity was really assimilating the
learners into the Indonesian culture and developing them into an intercultural position

that moves beyond their own culture sometimes referred to as the “third place.”

I asked the students had they ever been involved in bargaining at our Hobart market.

Some students said that this had only happened when the buyer or seller didn’t have

the correct change and it really wasn’t part of our culture to bargaining. Our

bargaining is more related to looking at prices in catalogues and showing what the
price many be in another store.

Activity 4-(Year 2 to 6) Rubric Self Assessment
The completing of a rubric helped the students to reflect on their learning both of the

language and understanding the importance of bargaining in the Indonesian market

scene.  Through role play the majority of the students thought they learnt a lot more

language. Through bargaining the students felt as though they were competing
against each other and in the excitement of this they forgot to translate and were

immersed in the language. This was a huge step which gave many students the

confidence to try new challenges. It also gave the students a feeling of success and
accomplishment. Through the cultural activity of bargaining the students could see a

definite purpose and place for the learning of the Indonesian language.

Examples of student rubric assessments completed on the computer.  Year 4 student
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                            Self Assessment        Mau Makan Apa?   Bargaining

Criteria

Can you

create an
Indonesian

bargaining

scene using

Indonesian
words and

phrases?

I can only

write a limited
number of

words by

myself.

I can only

write a limited
number of

words and

phrases by

myself.

I used mostly

all the words
that I had

learnt

throughout

our language
sessions.

 I was

confident in
using the

appropriate

Indonesian

language for
bargaining.

When

presenting my
work orally an

Indonesian

speaker
would

understand

me.

I didn’t sound

like an
Indonesian

speaker.

With more

practice I
would sound

like an

Indonesian
speaker.

I mostly

sound like an
Indonesian

speaker.

I sound like an

Indonesian
speaker.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show my

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show some

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

By entering a

bargaining
agreement

and showing

the ability to
vary the

prices I could

show
intercultural

understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

Using

intonation,
expression and

sequential

responses
I could show

intercultural

understanding
of the

principles of

Indonesian

bargaining.

General Comment: My Indonesian is improving by writing my own role play. I think

I understand how to bargain in Indonesia. I don’t think I would like to do it they may
speak too quickly.

The students were very accurate in their assessments and many assessed

themselves lower than what the teacher would have. Very few students marked

themselves as being competent. All students realised that they had areas of oral
speech which needed to improve and be extended.

 Example of rubric completed by a Year 5 student
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                           Self Assessment        Mau Makan Apa?   Bargaining

Criteria

Can you

create an
Indonesian

bargaining

scene using

Indonesian
words and

phrases?

I can only

write a limited
number of

words by

myself.

I can only

write a limited
number of

words and

phrases by

myself.

I used mostly

all the words
that I had

learnt

throughout

our language
sessions.

 I was

confident in
using the

appropriate

Indonesian

language for
bargaining.

When

presenting my
work orally an

Indonesian

speaker
would

understand

me.

I didn’t sound

like an
Indonesian

speaker.

With more

practice I
would sound

like an

Indonesian
speaker.

I mostly

sound like an
Indonesian

speaker.

I sound like an

Indonesian
speaker.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show my

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show some

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

In role playing

a bargaining
scene I could

show

intercultural
understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

By entering a

bargaining
agreement

and showing

the ability to
vary the

prices I could

show
intercultural

understanding

of the

principles of
Indonesian

bargaining.

Using

intonation,
expression and

sequential

responses
I could show

intercultural

understanding
of the

principles of

Indonesian

bargaining.

General Comment: My Indonesian is improving by writing my own role play but

when I have to speak Indonesian I am not fast enough.  I do understand the
process of bargaining.

It was intended to cover the street vendors and Kaki Lima (the sounds made by the

street vendors), but as it was nearing the end of the term and we simply ran out of
time. There had been some discussion about these when we had interviewed our

Indonesian visitors earlier in the term.

                       Culminating Performances- Conclusions
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The Culminating Performances activities include:
• Whole school Indonesian Luncheon

• Photo Stories

• Student reflections

• Final Assessments
• Teacher Reflections

Activity 1- Whole school Indonesian Luncheon
At the time of writing this section of the unit I was busy planning the whole school

luncheon. Each class is to be responsible for creating an authentic Indonesian dish.

The students need to produce a shopping list, buy the items and prepare the food.

The Year 5/6 students will produce the menu, while the students from Year 4/5 will
create the invitations for parents, teachers and members of the community. Year 2/3

students will be responsible for the Indonesian music and Year 1/2 will decorate the

school hall. Prep/1 students will make the place cards for each class.

Activity 2 – Photo Stories (Prep- Year 6)

Throughout the learning sequence, numerous photos have been taken. Each class

will be given a CD of photographs and will create a photo story with the captions
written in Indonesian. The younger classes may need the assistance of the students

from Year 5/6.  Cultural understanding and acquisition of language will be required to

be shown in the photo story.

Activity 3- Student Reflections (Year 2 to 6)
In this section the students revisited their mind maps which they had commenced at

the beginning of the unit.

The top paragraph shows the

student’s knowledge of food, eating

habits and shopping habits at the
beginning of the learning sequence.

The second paragraph shows the
increase in the number of cultural

concepts the student has acquired

throughout the unit.

This is the work of a Year 3
student.
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Activity 4 - Information circle (Years 2-4)

This activity involved the students writing 3 facts, 3 intercultural concepts and 3 new
words or phrases in Indonesian. The information is to show new knowledge they had

acquired during the unit of work. The students sit in a circle and take turns to share

their knowledge. Facts, concepts, phrases and words can not be repeated. A visiting

teacher who has no Indonesian and who has never been involved in Intercultural
Language Learning sits in and listens to the students reporting their information.  At

the end of the session she is asked to report to the class about any new knowledge

she may have acquired.

Teacher reflections:

Activity 3- Student Reflections (Year 2 to 6)
In this final stage of the unit, the activities allow the students to act on their learning.

The activities encourage the students to apply their learning to practical situations

that shows what the students have gained from the unit.

Revisiting their mind maps provided evidence the students had learnt an enormous
amount about the foods and how the authentic dishes of Indonesia do become part

of a countries cultures.

A Year 3 student’s record of her learning.
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Students noticed that countries are undergoing change as the world becomes more

mobile. From their conversations with their grandparents and extended families they
realised that their world is different from that of their parents and grandparents.

Foods and the preparation of foods  has undergone change and as more people

travel from country to country they take something of that country to their new

residence and this often involves recipes, cooking habits and eating habits.

This student Year 6 has used red biro to show the new knowledge she has acquired.

Activity 4 - Information circle (Years 2-4)
This activity was a valuable exercise and the Independent teacher was really

impressed with the confident way the students could inform her of the foods, the

preparation of food and the eating and shopping habits of the Indonesian people.
After the session I asked her to record some information that was new to her. By

examining these observations I could see that the students have noticed, observed,

compared, cultural points. They have identified points which are different from what

they have experienced.

Throughout the unit I have endeavoured to give the students consistent feedback.

This varies from giving the students regular verbal feedback to making comments on
their written work. There has been continual discussion within the class. The students

also give each other feedback especially when explaining a task which may vary

from how to complete an activity sheet to explaining how to use a computer program.

Food, makanan has been a good choice of topics as the students readily make

connections between themselves and others. Throughout the topic all students have

been able to achieve success in a variety of ways regardless of their ability. They
have developed their self esteem and self awareness. They have made stronger

connections between their personal lives and the global domain.
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Throughout the unit the student’s knowledge has been built upon, misconceptions

have been challenged and modified. The students have needed to deal with
difference and to develop their capacity to think critically. Wherever possible,

connections have been made to other areas of the curriculum with ICT having a

special focus.

Over the past 10 weeks the students have been able to increase their knowledge of

the Indonesian language in a purposeful environment. Many students increased their

word banks above their individual levels. Through looking at food, the eating and
shopping habits of Indonesia the students were reflective of their own culture. They

were also making comparisons and drawing connections between the two cultures.

Through careful planning of activities the students were able to negotiate meaning
and see that all cultures are dynamic and undergoing continual change. They could

see Culture is variable and that there is no normal way of doing things.

The Positive and Minuses of this Intercultural Learning Project

Positive Negative

• High level of engagement of all

students disregarding their

ability.
• All students could experience

success.

• All students acquired varying
degrees of Indonesian.

• Some of the grammar introduced

was of a high level which may

not have been acquired without
the strong cultural input.

• The cultural input can give the

language meaning and
relevance.

• There were many open ended

tasks for the students to choose
from.

• When resources were presented

in Indonesian the students were

still willing to have a go.
• All staff was happy to follow

through on students completing

their tasks.
• Regular feedback from class

teachers ensured that students

were motivated and well
informed.

• Often different year levels would

want to look at class generated

ideas about food and shopping
habits.

• Tasks allowed students to work

collaboratively.
• Connections between language

and culture were always explicit.

• Student reflection and teacher

reflections helped with planning
and assessment.

• The understanding goals were too

broad.

• Each understanding goal could
have been a complete unit.

• Many staff was happy for the

Language teacher to do all the
lesson planning.

• The unit was too big to cover in a

term.

• It was easy to assess the
acquisition of language but it was

at times hard to assess the

cultural input of the students.
• Cultural assessment was at times

based on discussions not always

on written tasks. This was
particularly important with younger

students and also poor literacy

students.

• How to record assessment of
culture was difficult.

• As there were many other

interruptions in the school day it
was difficult to keep the

momentum going at times.
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and assessment.

• We are really developing skills,
attitudes and understandings.

• Positive outcomes for all

students of all ability levels.

• Students understand their life
from the perspective of other

cultures.
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Glossary               Graphic Organisers

Brainstorming: This procedure allows students to freely generate ideas about a

topic.

Bundling: Students brain storm ideas and then they record each idea on a card. The

ideas are then bundled to classify ideas that belong together. Each bundle is then

given a title.

Graffiti board: Sheets of paper are placed around the room for students to add

words, phrases, pictures etc, as they come to mind.

Mind Mapping: Students organise their ideas about a topic. It is a useful gauge of

the depth of understanding a student brings to the topic.

Think, pair, share: A question is posed and students record their ideas under the

think heading, they then work with a partner (pair) and discuss their answers, they

can the share their ideas with as many people as possible.

I see, I think, I wonder: A strategy for students to use when examining photographs.

Y chart and Venn Diagrams: A strategy used for deeper analysis- dissecting an

idea into specific components and exploring different attributes.


